This Resource Letter is a checklist of popular books about physics and some of its allied sciences, grouped by subject and genre. Its principal purpose is to help physics teachers provide advice and guidance to their students and to the lay public.
I. INTRODUCTION
Civic scientific literacy, which can be defined roughly as the ability to read and understand the Tuesday science section of the New York Times, is estimated to be a little below 20% in the United States. 1 In comparison, conventional literacy hovers around 75%. Scholars of scientific literacy warn that this level-a mere fifth of the population-may be insufficient to sustain this century's industrial production and to inform responsible, thoughtful consumption. It may not even be high enough to safeguard the effective exercise of democracy. Important public policy choices associated with emerging energy, information, and biological technologies make unprecedented demands upon scientific literacy. Remedy is possible by two routes. Pre-collegiate and college teachers must obviously bear the brunt of the effort, but informal science educators, including science writers, journalists, movie makers, and web masters must also do their part. This Resource Letter is intended as a helpful tool in the ongoing endeavor to relieve the public's fear of physics by replacing it with an appreciation of the beauty and power of science, and ultimately with understanding.
There is a significant distinction between the intended audiences for the books listed in this bibliography, and for this Resource Letter itself. One consists of every imaginable reader: there is something for all ages and for all levels of expertise from the school child to the professional physicist. The other, by contrast, should include teachers planning popular readings as primary or secondary sources in a course, professional physicists who want a general overview of the field, and writers looking for suggestions. Primarily, though, this bibliography is intended as a handy checklist for readers of the American Journal of Physics. All of us are familiar with the experience of having a family member, a student, a neighbor, an acquaintance, or a guest at a party ask us to recommend a good book about relativity, or the Big Bang, or the interpretation of quantum mechanics. For those occasions it is convenient to have on hand a short, selective list of books that address the subject at the appropriate level.
The popular literature about physics-related subjects is vast and growing. For the sake of effectiveness we have purposely kept this list short, trusting that modern methods of electronic searching and data retrieval can cover a much broader area than any Resource Letter. Starting with well over two hundred titles that we are familiar with, or that were recommended by helpful colleagues who kindly responded to our call for suggestions, 2 we have pruned the list to about a hundred, using accuracy, timeliness, and writing style as selection criteria. We know that we have missed many good books, and that our selections necessarily reflect our personal tastes, but we are confident that those we have included represent a useful starting point. If one were to set out to build a library of popular physics books, one might well begin with this core selection. By the same token, all of us should make sure that the catalogues of our institutions and our public libraries include at least this list.
To stay within the bounds of a short checklist, we have restricted ourselves to books, thereby excluding journal articles, films, tapes, CDs, websites, and most textbooks. We include only a tiny, representative selection of biographies and histories, but no fiction, no plays, and no science fiction. Most of the books are about physics, but a few works are included from adjoining disciplines such as mathematics, astronomy, biophysics, geophysics, and oceanography. Originally we had intended to list only books in print, but since many readers have access to good libraries, and since the used and out-of-print book markets have recently become widely accessible on the internet, we decided to relax that criterion. For the purpose of electronic searching, we have accepted the recommendation of several of our correspondents to include ISBN numbers.
The ten books marked with an asterisk represent our personal list of favorites. Besides quality they have little in common. They have, each in its own way, struck a chord. Our most difficult chore has been the assignment of levels of difficulty: E for elementary, I for intermediate, and A for advanced. Although we tried to match them to the three levels of background education ͑primary school, high school, college͒, and to assign level A to those books that require the understanding of some mathematical equations, we must concede that our effort has not been very successful. All the books in this Resource Letter are intended for the general public, and all are accessible. Some require more intellectual effort than others, but that is true for any written document, and is not a sound criterion for judging quality. In many cases we have succumbed to the temptation of taking the easy way out by picking level I. York, 1988͒. After nearly a century of refuge in the neighboring pasture of pure mathematics, the computer-driven field of nonlinear dynamics ͑of which chaos is one chapter͒ has returned to play a permanent and dominant role in physics. Although he has been criticized for selective reporting, the author, a journalist, succeeds brilliantly in evoking the mounting excitement of physicists as they begin to appreciate the significance of this historic development. 
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